
 
 
Hello from Mike Lindell, 
  
Elections have serious consequences. Rising gas prices, massive inflation, and 
either $10 eggs or no eggs in the supermarket? The current selected 
administration seems to be doing everything they can to destroy our country. But 
you know what? People are waking up! This isn’t right and the majority knows it! 
  

As promised, my team has been watching everything! One of our Computer Experts, Jeff O’Donnell 
was tracking the 2022 election in real time. What did we see?  For starters, more votes than voters 
and impossible voter ballot drops that kept democrats ahead all night. Everyone knows that 
republicans are the ones who show up on election day, and democrats, largely, use the mail in ballot 
system.  There are thousands of reports from across the country of problems with machines and 
ballot stuffing. Jeff O’Donnell’s graphing of these real time machine drops can be seen 
here: www.frankspeech.com 
  
I want to remind everyone, republican and democrat alike, the stealing of our voices is not new. 
  
Clint Curtis a former employee of NASA and a computer programmer, who was a surprise guest at 
the Moment for Truth Summit, a Democrat who voted for Joe Biden has told us publicly that he was 
responsible for developing the algorithm that could be used to steal elections! 
  
In 2000, Mr. Curtis was approached by Speaker Tom Feeney of the Florida House of Representatives 
to make a program for touch screen voting machines that could be manipulated. He thought he was 
creating it to secure and test voting machines. 
  
The undetectable software worked, and Mr. Curtis gave the software to Feeney. However, he was 
shocked to learn that his software was used for what he believes to be malicious reasons in the 2004 
election. He noticed a pattern that looked very suspicious and consistent with the software he 
created. --Clint Curtis Speaks at Mike Lindell Summitt-- 
  
Twenty years later, electronic voting machines are still a major threat to our Democracy. And Florida 
has even made it illegal to count paper ballots! Policies like this have to be changed, for the future of 
our Country! That’s what the Lindell Legal Offense Fund is doing! 
  
I am speaking the truth about election fraud and electronic voting machines. The work we have done 
the last 2 years has prepared us and we continue to take actions to stop the use of these electronic 
voting machines! 
I know I'm on the right side of history, and we're going to win! Will you stand with me? 
  
Help the Lindell Legal Offense Fund secure our elections and end the use of machines to 
count our votes! We are fighting for the truth, and we URGENTLY need your financial 
assistance! 
  
Please donate $75, $100, $150, $300, or $650 today to the Lindell Legal Offense Fund. Every 
dollar you donate will fund this critical battle against the corrupt FBI! 
  
God bless, 
Mike Lindell 
Lindell Legal Offense Fund 
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